
of a reaction. For this practical there

offand using a visible change.
There are a few diferent methods that you can use to measure the

are two main t1ryes of method - using the volume of gas

:

:

a

I The equation for the reaction between soiid magnerio- *t ip, and hydrocirloric acid is:

Mgr,l + 2HCl(,q) -+ MgC!,*, * Ho*,

A student planned to investigate the rate of this reaction using the set-up below.

a) Tick the true statemen(s).

I The results of this experiment could be used toplot a graph of volume against time.

|-] The student sould use the apparatus to measure the volume of MgCl, produced over time.

The ratE of this reaetion can only be measured because there is a visual change in the flask-

tll
b) Suggest one reason why the student's measurements of volume may not be accurate.

tu
C) Give one other way that the student could measure the volume of gas given offduring

this reaction.

"" "" ""1"""' tll
d) Give one other variable, other than the volume of gas given off, that |he student could measure in

order to monitor the rate of this reaction'

ttl
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2 Astudent had three different samples of solid magtresium carbonate, as shown

b) Sketch and label a third line on the graph to show what you would expect the results for

. sample 3 to look like.

c) Use your graph from part a) to find the initial rate for the reaction with sample 1.

lnclude appropriate units in your answer.

rsl

t4l
Tunover )

regular intervals. Their results for sample 1 and sampl e 2 are shovrn in the table.

Time (s) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Mass of flask with
Sample 1 (g)

232.7 23r.0 230.4 230.2 na.r 230.1 230.1 230.1 230.1. 230.t

Mass of flask with
Sample 2 (g)

232.7 23t.9 nl:4 231.0 230.7 230.4 230.2 230.1 230.r 230.t

a) Plot these results on the grid below. Draw and label a line of best fit for each sample.
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3 A student planned an investigation to determine if temperature affects the rate of reaction between i
sodium thiosulfate and hydrocHoric acid. Onqof the products of the reaction is solid sulfur. i
The student used the following method:

1. Measure oul 50 cm3 of dilute sodium thiosulfate solution and

10 cm3 of dilute hydrochloric a-cid into separate conical flasks.

2. Place the flasks into a water bath until they reach the set temperatue.
3. Place the thiosulfate solution over a printed cross, add the acid and start a stopwatch.

4. Record the time taken for the printed cross to disappear.

5. Repeat these steps for a range of different temperatures.

a) Explain why the time taken for the cross to disappear can be used to measure the rate of reaction. I.i

, The student recorded their results in the table below.

Temperature (oC) 20 30' 40 50 60

Time taken (s) 4t 32 33 16 7

b) Describe the relationship between the temperature and the rate of reaction shown by this data.

ttl
c) Identify the anomalous value in the results and suggest what may have caused it'to be anomalous.

al Ciu" one variable that must be kept constant throughout each repeat of ,ni, experiment.

t2l

t2l

ttl
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a

4 The graph below shows the amount of gas evolved over time for two different reactions of
iron(I) carbonate and dilute solfuric acid, taling place under different conditions.

30 40
Time / s

a) H9w much gas was produced in total by Reaction 1?

I

b) Calculate the mean rate of reaction for Reaction 2. Include appropriate units in your answer.

t3l

!) Use the graph to suggest two possible differences in the conditions for the two reactions.

t2l

Gas evolving-usually happens quicker than humans evolvlng.,.
There's a lotto learn about rates of reaclion - itwould be smartto focus on the methodsyou know
for measuring rale, and the four things that can affeetlhe rate. (Go on, try to list them now...) lf you're
investigating factors affecting the rale, remember that you need to change one and keep lhe rest the same.
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Practical 4: Rates of Reaction
Pages 36-39
1 a) The results of this experiment could be used to plot a

graph of volume against time. [1 markJ
b) E.g. some of the gas may have escaped.before the flask

was sealed after the magnesium was added [1 mark].
c) E.g. using a gas syringe [1 mark].
d) E.g. the change in mass of the reaction mixture / the time

taken for the magnesium strips to disappear [1 mark].
2 a) E.g.

230.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Time (s)

[1 markfor correctly labelled axes, with a sensible scak,
2 marks for all points plotted cowectly, otherwise 7 mark

for 18-19 points plotted correctly. 7 markfor each

sensihle line of best fttJ
b) E.e.

^ 233.0
oo

,v )?)

E.ztt.

> 230

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Time (s)

[1 markfor a curve with a shallower slope than
Sample 2, sturting at the same point as the curves for
Sample 1 and Sample 2, and looking as if it will level off
at lhe same height as Samples 1 and.2 do.l
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c) Draw a tangent to the curve for Sample I at time 0:

E.g.

^233.oo

4 232.0
E

tp
2 zzo

010203040s060708090
Time (s)

rate: -gradient: --change in mass - change in time
: {230.3 -232.7) + lQ: ).4, + lQ
:0.24 gls (accept 0.20-0.28 gis)

[1 ma*for correctly-drawn tangent st t = 0,7 mark

for coffect method to lind rate of reaction, 1 mark

for correct rate, 7 markfor correct anits.J
a) The product ofthe reaction is a precipitate [1 mark]. The

higher the rate ofreaction, the faster the precipitate will
form and cover the cross [1 markJ.

b) As the temperature increases, so does the rate of reaction /
there is a positive correlation between the temperature and

the rate of reactiot [1 markJ.

c) The anomalous value is the time of 33 s at 40 "C [1 markJ.

E.g. the stopwatch could have been started too early / the

student might not have been consistent in defining when
the cross disappearcd [1 mark].

d) E.S. the concentratior/volume of hydrochloric acid/sodium
thiosulfate solution / the printed cross used / the size of
conical flask used / the person deciding when the cross has

disappeared [1 mark].
a) 36 cri3 [1 mark]
b) mean rate: overall change in volume: time taken

:30 + 37
:0.8108...
:0.81 cnfls (accept 0.77-0.86 cm3/s)

[1 markfor cotect equation to calculste the mean rate,
7 mark_for ceruect mean rate, 1 markfor correct units.l

c) Any two from e.g. Reaction 2 takes place at a higher
temperature/concentration / the solid has a greater

surface area in Reaction 2 / Reaction 2 takes place in the

presence of a catalyst / the number of moles of reagents in
Reaction I is greater [2 marksJ.


